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Getting Started

Secret 
Sketchbook!

About this project

Your task is to develop the habits of 

an artist as someone who regularly 

records thoughts, ideas, feelings, 

experiences and observations. To do 

this you need to create a personal 

sketchbook of your art, your ideas 

and your interests. 

What is a sketchbook?

The purposes of a sketchbook can 

be varied, as the examples below by 

well-known artists illustrate. 

Sketchbooks can record 

observations, investigations, 

inquiries, answers to visual 

questions, experiences, memories, 

imagination. Sketchbooks can be 

places to test, explore, experiment 

without fear of failure.



Your project over 
the summer 
holidays 

Start your sketchbook with what 
interests and excites you. Start with 
the questions you want answered, ideas 
that you want to express. Make 
drawings, sketches, doodles, prints.

Write thoughts, ideas, feeling, make 
collages, collections, anything about 
form and that excites you to make art. 
Work in a bound sketchbook or lots 
paper, depending on what you have and 
what you prefer. 
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GET INSPIRED: DRAWING FROM LIFE



OBSERVATION



MIXING YOUR MEDIA





Tips and ideas for your visual journal: Drawing Prompts:

• Draw the first thing you picked up today 

• Meditation art: draw an emotion / colour / shape that you see

• Draw to music - take inspiration from a song. 

• Sketch a series – i.e. “three signs of spring (or summer, or happiness, or boredom).

• Make a statement – what do YOU want to say today on your sketch book? Do you want to show 

frustration or confusion in colours? How about peaceful marks on a page instead?

• Put pencil to paper – even if you don’t know what you want to say in your art. Close your eyes and draw, 

then look down to see what it is. 

• Draw inspiration from another art piece. You might use a famous painting or photo to transcribe in your 

own style.

• Take one of your other drawings, perhaps NOT your favourite. Cut it up into squares and reassemble it 

in another way. Draw what results from that mix-up.

• Draw on a photograph, for example metallic markers on a matte photo.

• Make your own colouring page “scribble art”. Draw shapes on the paper, not picking up the pencil until 

you have finished covering the page, then use markers or crayon or pencils to fill in the shapes with 

colour.

•Draw something high up/low down

•Sketch the view from your window 
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Jake Parker created Inktober in 2009 as a 
challenge to improve his inking skills and 
develop positive drawing habits. 

He has influenced millions of other artist to 
participate and it has become an international 
event that is released every October. You may 
see lots of examples on Instagram using the 
hashtag! #inktober



Links:
Student sketchbook tours
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLaPC8V_k6CYWKudWE9RQHaleXpUBAG0Q4

8 page sketchbook guide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptT6ixIwJbU

Inktober (2019) sketchbook tour
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaiTeOzOQC8

Task 1 – Lets make your sketchbook!

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLaPC8V_k6CYWKudWE9RQHaleXpUBAG0Q4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptT6ixIwJbU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaiTeOzOQC8


Design Your Year Book Cover
Summer HWK
Year 10

Task 2
Competition!



Your second task is 
to design the front 
cover for your 2022 
year book

Criteria: -

•It should reflect your 5 years at BW

•You should include imagery relating to 
your studies or your tutor groups.

•Include the school logo
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THINK CAREFULLY ABOUT…

Your choice of lettering – Do you want hand written or digital?

Colour theme – Will it be bright and colourful or do you want the sophisticated 
look?

Composition – Will it explode with imagery or something simple which sums up 
the whole idea in one image?

Do your research…

You can hand this image in any size or any media, but it must be good quality as 
it will need to be photographed to a high spec for reproduction.
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